“The absence of humanity is a fulfillment so graceful that even God
would understand if he invented
them himself.”
-Charles Bukowski
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This chapbook is dedicated to my cat,
Desdemona, who will never inevitably
read this as she only has one eyeball
and is a cat. I just love her.

Head In The Sky

I envy the birds and their gorgeous wings.

The black bird flies, feathers fall through the sky.
These loud thoughts at night will loom and leave
stings.

Mysterious raven, the song it sings.
The sky is so clear when you pass me by .

I envy the birds, and their gorgeous wings.

The beauty and sorrow my green eye brings.
Yet the fort of your nest will falsify.
These loud thoughts at night will loom and leave
stings.

Your arms reach out to me entangled in strings.
The mask you present only tells a lie.
I envy the birds and their gorgeous wings.

So close to heaven, it pierces and stings.
The sun burns your feathers and leaves them wry.
These loud thoughts at night will loom and leave
stings.

Who am I to say you control these things?
The dance of your feathers will drift in the sky.
I envy the birds and their gorgeous wings.

Melting Pot
I’m sitting in this haven coffee shop,
Writing out these empty thoughts.

Thinking that I’ll stir the cup again,
A bird’s eye view of this melting pot.
The waitress pours coffee with cold hands
Tattoos are etched and wrapped around her arm.
In her pocket is a life she had sketched in her mind.
I see people through my closed eyes.
Writing out these thoughts onto napkins.

Licking day old bitter coffee on my lips,
As rain falls down the window in drips.
The woman stares out the window.

Her eyes searching for her watch slow.

November Rain plays over the forecast.
Thirty minutes and it’s running fast.

I’m sitting in this haven coffee shop,
Writing out these empty thoughts.
I’m going to stir this cup one more time.
A bird’s eye view of this melting pot.
Outside a bus driver pulls in.
Skin now soaked with autumn rain.
His beard and skin look rough and sore,
As an old, ripped photo falls out the door.
The view from this haven coffee shop,
A sketch on my napkin from where I sit.
I’m pouring honey into the bitter coffee cup,

And looking down at this melting poot.

Owls Eyes
I am the wide-eyes owl,
Strong wings on top of the tree.
I like this maverick feeling,
Flying above trees, set free.

I am the loving Venus.
Adoring the ones I hold.
Cherishing them like bright stars.
Blazing and burning, so bold.
I am like blue sweeping wind,

Calm before the rapid storm.
The blue of the vast ocean,
From the twisting currents form.
Yes I am the hurricane.
Mocking the gods with thunder.

Listen to the rain, it falls.
Find gentleness from under.
I am the longing starry night.
Owls eyes light up through the sky.
Blending with the new blue hues.
Say goodnight as I fly high.

Reaching Tree
The open field hugged an oak tree.
Each branch reaching out like a hand.
Maybe they yearned to reach a cloud.
But its roots were stepped on by the cat,
And its leaves were gone like a ghost.

But the changing seasons told its story.

The trees song would be told for years in story.
All the years of the reaching oak tree,
Told by the past life of a ghost.
Some people say they have seen its hand,
Or that it lives in the sleeping cat,
Lying quietly under a cloud.

The spring sky would leave the dark cloud.
Growing leaves would begin a story,
As flowers bloomed above the cat.
Rain would fall and wash the tree.
Its roots dig when lent a hand,
And the season would pass like a ghost.

e
Soon the season abandons the ghost.
Under the warm breeze of a cloud.
Summer would extend its hot hand,
With warmth, it would recite a story.
Shining on the trunk of the tree,
Shining on the coat of the cat.

Leaves come and go lwith the cat,
And now summer was just a ghost.
Cool fall air subsides in the tree.
Branches stripped, pointing to the cloud.
Each leaf, a page of the story,

Flipped by a reading hand.

The longest chapter reaches out its hand.
A blanket of snow covers the cat.
Birds fly south to end the story.
The wind is cold like a ghost,
A frozen season sung by the ghost,
Speaks its story to the tree.

Budded and broken branches of the tree,
Held by the silent breeze of a cloud.
The book is closed by the ghost.

Meltin Pot
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